Bringing science and nature to life through
original, kid-delighting songs and stories.

Boulder, Colorado’s Jeff
and Paige deliver exciting
fun-filled concerts and
CDs brimming with love of
the outdoors and ecology,
bringing concepts like insect
anatomy, energy conservation
and plate tectonics to the
whole family. Never preachy,
always funny and hook-filled
music loved by kids and
parents alike.

They have won several awards for
their music and musical programming
2016 National Parent Products Award (NAPPA) Award
2013 & 2016 Parent’s Choice Award
2014 Creative Child Magazine CD of the Year Award
2014 Colorado Alliance for Environmental Education
		

Award (CAEE) for excellence in programming

Through their live shows and five different albums, Jeff and
Paige have reached thousands of children and adults with their
joyful spirit of play and passion for ecological awareness. Both
have Master’s Degrees in Environmental Education. On social
media, their videos have been watched over 70,000 times.

What’s a concert like?
Jeff and Paige use songs, storytelling, and interactive play to
engage kids with nature, music, and movement and costumes
and props to create characters and set the scene. Their
concerts are engaging and educational, taking them from
festivals to city parks, from schools to libraries, from private
events to museums, from arts centers to open spaces.

Testimonials

“Interactive, kid-friendly nature
songs that have made them a beloved
part of the Boulder community and
its many young families for years.
The pair’s topical, educational music
is neither lofty nor preachy, and
(attention, Frozen’d-out parents!)
it’s listenable for you, too.”
– 5280 Denver’s Mile High Magazine

“As an educator, I think the most
wonderful thing about the music,
other than of course being fun and
educating, is that it speaks to such
a large range of ages. Jeff and Paige
have such a sweet dynamic between
them and a sense of humor that
makes everyone who sees them fall
in love, and join the journey at hand.
They seem to truly love what they
are doing and committed to their
ideals. It brings so much joy and
inspiration to our daughter. She
sings, dances, acts songs out,
makes sure we are taking care of our
planet and asks so many wonderful
questions. What a great way to help
make this world better.”
– Karen, Mom & Fan

“Not only is each tune catchy,
encouraging little guys to get up
and move, but also accurately
describes ecological ideas with
the proper vocabulary…Jeff and
Paige are scientists and educators
whose careers have evolved into the
joyous work of sharing science and
messages of ecology through song.
I would highly recommend ‘Mighty
Wolf’ to any early childhood or
elementary classroom and definitely
for learning and entertainment at
home - Share it!”
– Science News

“If you’re lucky like me, you have a
kid or two that is genuinely excited
about being outside, the natural
world, animals…the whole bit. We
still have days where we have a
power struggle about screen time
vs. get out there and play time. In the
creativity department, I’m lame…so
I’m thankful for folks like Jeff and
Paige who do all that for me! Want to
get your kids pumped up to get out?
Grab a copy of Get Outdoors or their
newest release, Mighty Wolf! No
other artists have so much valuable
information packed into a CD!”
– Field Guide to Parenting Outside

But wait,
		there’s more!
Jeff & Paige have worked with Horizon Organic Dairy to
create short advertising and educational jingles released
to the public.
They write and license scripts for educational assemblies
(such as crosswalk safety).
They have appeared in several public service
announcements.
They write environmental educational curriculum and
have worked with many partnering organizations to
deliver meaningful, playful, and fun education to a wide
variety of audiences.

More Info :
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www.jeffandpaige.org

Adam Sloat
303-736-2626
adam@westwaterent.com

